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A The Black Swan Lake



Trump’s Protectionism 
vs. Jingpin Xi’s Globalizationism



Challenges Facing China’s Economy 
(Financial Sector)

① Weak Stock Market
in 2016, Shanghai was down by 12.3%, Shenzhen 

by 19.64% (growth enterprise board by 27.7%). The 
worst in global major stock mrksworst in global major stock mrks

② RMB Depreciation and Capital flight
RMB depreciated by 6.7% against USD, 

accompanied with a decrease of foreign reserve by 
USD 0.7T.



Challenges Facing China’s Economy 
(Internal)

③ Real Estate Bubble
around 20% in 1st- and 2nd-tier cities. More 

than 35% of the new loans were located to real 
estate mkt, and this mkt accounts for 29% of tax estate mkt, and this mkt accounts for 29% of tax 
revenue.

④ Divergence in Balanced Sheets
Expansion in SOEs and Recession in PIEs, yet 

PIEs contributed about 60% of GDP in the past 
decade.



Challenges Facing China’s Economy 
(External)

⑤ Fragile global value chain and disappointed China’s 
Exports

protectionism and unstable economic recovery 
dampen global demand whereas surging labor and dampen global demand whereas surging labor and 
environmental costs undermine China’s competitiveness

⑥ Inbound FDI is stagnant, whilst outbound is still surging
Inbound increase by 0.2% compared to 40% 

increment in outbound. Is China not attractive to foreign 
investors any more? Is outbound investment rational?



What to do? 

 Growth target no more than 6.5%

 Expansionary fiscal policy but not too much about monetary 
policy policy 

 Public investments/subsidies focus more on urban 
infrastructures, industrial upgrading, and high tech industry

 Reforms on government administration and SOEs 



What to do?

 Promote globalization/anti-protectionism: OBOR, RCEP, etc.

 Accelerating Policy Pilots in FTZs:

* More Financial Reforms: Capital Account  Liberalization

* 2015 Negative List

* Reform on Taxation Policies (VA Tax System)

* Improving Filing System (for registration)



The 19th CPC National CongressThe 19th CPC National Congress

How to outlook ChinaHow to outlook China’’s Economy in next 5s Economy in next 5——10 year? The 10 year? The 
19th CPC National Congress. Because:19th CPC National Congress. Because:

1.1. it determines the leader structure in next 5it determines the leader structure in next 5----10 years10 years
2.2. it sets social development goalsit sets social development goals2.2. it sets social development goalsit sets social development goals
3.3. It is estimated to have an emphasis on economic reform It is estimated to have an emphasis on economic reform 

compared to the anticompared to the anti--corruption theme in the 18th corruption theme in the 18th 
Congress. Congress. 
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